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Synopsis 故事大綱 : 

 

When a group of civil servants survey an old, abandoned train station for demolishment, the 

group of ghosts who have lived there ever since they died in a train crash 50 years ago discover 

that they are about to lose their home. They all join together to try and scare away the intruders 

and save their train station from the civil servants and ghost hunters. 

 

What will happen to Spooks and their home? And can ghosts and humans coexist and co-

operate? 

 

Join a whacky and diverse cast of ghosts and humans to find out in SYLGPS’ Drama Club’s 

original performance, SPOOKS! 
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Prologue: 
 
Train Captain (Tom): Down in the abandoned train station, my friends and I have lived here for 50 
years and no one noticed. We have been living peacefully for a long long time…… all the humans are 
afraid of us because we are …… SPOOKS!!!! 
 
Rage Ghost : GRRRRRRRRRRRR! I want to burn everyone into ashes! 
 
Greedy Ghost(Oscar) : Don’t stop me from eating! Or I will eat YOU! 
 
Sadness Ghost: (Cry…… and cry, but make it spooky) 
 
Lonely Ghost: Can you be friends…..with a ghost? 
 
KOL Ghost: Subscribe to my channel or I will TAKE YOUR SOULS at 3 AM! 
 
Clown Ghost: When everyone hears my jokes, they will LAUGH TO DEATH! 
 
Child Ghost (Jane): Trick or treat? Don’t forget to bring me some candies! 
 
Warrior Ghost: You can do it over my dead body! 
 
Strange Ghost: When can we get out of this scary place… 
 
Smart Ghost: Come on…. let me see what’s on your mind…… 
 
Train attendant (Susan): Here is your station. Do you want some cockroaches as snacks and a 
snail milkshake?! 
 
Train Captain :  We don’t mean to hurt anyone. BUT, suddenly some stupid humans found our 
station…… 
 
All ghost: YIKES! WHAT SHOULD WE DO?! 
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In the train station 
 
Civil servant A:(holding a torch) Hey! B , wait for me! 
 
Civil servant B:(holding a torch) Fine, don’t be so timid! 
 
Civil servant A: Aren’t you a little bit scared of this abandoned train station? IT’S HAUNTED! 
 
Civil servant B: Why would I be? Scaredy-cat! I just want to do this job as quickly as possible and go 
home! 
 
Civil servant A: Ok… 
 
(They go into the station carefully) 
 
Civil servant B: This place is really dusty and filthy! 
 
Civil servant A: It’s very frightening… Are you sure we don’t need the ghost hunters to come with 
us? They are just outside. 
  
Civil servant B: I don’t believe in ghosts! Come on! Let’s start with the fences of the station… 
 
(Civil servant A doesn’t move)   
 
Civil servant B: Oh A , move quick! We need to finish the investigation today, or else WE WILL GET 
FIRED!!!  
 
Civil servant A:(comes back to their senses) Sorry, just a minute! 
 
(Smart ghost, Greedy ghost (Oscar), Child Ghost (Jane), Train Captain Ghost and Train 
attendant Ghost come in) 
 
Train attendant Ghost(Susan) : Hey, Oscar, what’s the point of you searching for FOOD in an 
abandoned train station every day? 
 
Greedy ghost (Oscar): We all need food to survive, right? 
 
Train Captain Ghost (Tom) : But you are a GHOST! You don’t need food to survive! It goes through 
your mouth and drops out straight away!  
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Greedy ghost (Oscar): But the action of eating gives me happiness and gives me HOPE!  
 
Child Ghost (Jane): And sometimes I find candies in the gutter! Papa, right? 
 
Greedy ghost (Oscar): That’s my way to be more optimistic in this dark, haunted place with my 
daughter. 
 
Smart ghost: In my opinion, this station is haunted because of US. 
 
Greedy ghost (Oscar): Well,  it’s not my fault that we are trapped here. 
 
Train Captain Ghost(Tom): It’s my fault. I am sorry. If I hadn’t crashed my train, you all wouldn’t be 
here. 
 
Train attendant Ghost(Susan) : Stop living in the past, Tom. We all forgave you a long time ago. 
Oscar, I found some cockroaches here. Do you want them as snacks? Or I can make you a snail 
milkshake. 
 
Greedy ghost (Oscar): I have a hunch that I can find something better today. (sees 2 civil servants) 
Wait, guys! What’s that over there? 
 
Smart ghost : DUMB! That’s a hu….. hu?(Scream) HUMAN?! HIDE NOW! 
 
Civil servant A: WHO WAS THAT TALKING? (Kept searching)  
 
Civil servant B:  Silly goose! There’s nothing, just keep doing our job. 
 
(They both continue looking around the station) 
 
Train Captain Ghost(Tom): (speaks softly) No one has ever come down here before. How did they 
find this place? And what are they here for….(gets interrupted by Greedy ghost) 
 
Greedy ghost (Oscar): Who cares? Let’s go get some food! I’M SO HUNGRY! 
 
Smart Ghost: ARE YOU CRAZY?! STILL THINKING ABOUT FOOD? THIS IS AN EMERGENCY! 
 
Train Captain Ghost(Tom): Stop arguing! Smart Ghost, can you try to read their minds and see 
what’s happening? 
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Smart Ghost: (Tries to concentrate) Telepathy, reading mind!!  
 
Civil servant B: I'm happy that this building is finally going to be torn down! 
 
Civil servant A: Do you know why the government wants to destroy this place? 
 
Civil servant B: Nope. Next time I come here, I will bring my hammer and destroy everything. 
 
Civil servant A: I will bring my flamethrower and burn everything to the ground. 
 
Smart ghost: OMG! They are civil servants and they want to destroy our station! 
 
Train Captain Ghost(Tom): But why? 
 
Smart ghost: I don’t know. They said the government wants to destroy it. 
 
Train attendant Ghost(Susan) :  They are going to destroy our home? 
 
Child ghost(Jane): What should we do? Papa! 
 
Greedy Ghost (Oscar): Uh-oh! This sounds serious. What can we eat to stop this? 
 
Smart ghost: Is that a joke? 
 
Train Captain Ghost(Tom): We have to think of a countermeasure for dealing with the situation. 
 
Smart ghost: Let’s scare those civil servants away first. Then we should call every ghost to come 
and see what we should do next. 
 
Train Captain Ghost(Tom): OK. That sounds like a good plan. 
 
Child ghost(Jane): What should we do to scare away those Civil Servants? 
 
Smart ghost: I can use my Mind to transmit our horrifying image to those civil servants. That should 
scare them away. 
 
Greedy Ghost (Oscar): Ok. Let me go first. 
 


